INTELLIGERE SERVICES

DISASTER RECOVERY
SCENARIO TESTING
Protect and maintain Business Continuit y

BENEFITS

To protect and maintain business continuity is key for any business, where, organisations
have to prepare for the unexpected. For this reason, large organisations spend much time
and money to ensure that their IT infrastructure will survive any (natural or human-caused)
disaster.

•

Save costs of testing through
automation

•

Add simulated users and find the
breaking point for Disaster
Recovery services and
applications

Intelligere has partnered with Login VSI to offer enterprises a complete service to safeguard
the disaster recovery environment by testing and verifying Disaster Recovery scenarios
based on proven industry standard virtual (synthetic) user technology.

•

Confidence in readiness should
a Disaster Recovery event occur

Login VSI is typically used in VDI-related IT Infrastructures to execute and test different
disaster scenarios, such as:

•

Test desktops and applications
at scale with end-user response
time metrics

•

•

Discover and diagnose poorly
performing applications/systems
in the failover environment

•

Head Office outage and all staff try to connect to their applications from remote
locations (e.g. Site Disaster or adverse weather)

•

Will the system hold if, after a power failure, 10,000 users log-on in a few minutes
time

•

Will the failover system hold the extra numbers if we must move all users from the
primary system because of an unexpected total stand-still.

Optimise at scale in Disaster
Recovery environment before
failover
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With more than two decades of
experience, Intelligere is a trusted
partner across business sectors.
Offering comprehensive Strategies,
solutions, supply and services that
help companies meet the everexpanding computing challenges of
today’s IT environment.

01564 797911
hello@intelligere.ltd
www.intelligere.ltd

Login Enterprise enables enterprises to test their IT systems for real-world failover and
recovery scenarios at max concurrency, ultimately leading to ease-of-mind and a non-stop
production environment.
Login Enterprise can simulate your real-users with production-like workloads to make sure
you have all the capacity you need.
Get in touch today to discover how we can support you to deliver a truly exceptional end
user experience.
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